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I. Temporary hardness in water can be removed by: 
(a) Filtration (b) Boiling (c)Sedimentation (d) None of these 
2. Permanent hardness in water is caused by presence of: 
(a) Calcium chloride (b) Magnesium sUlphate (c)Both of them (d) None of these 
3. Which of the following is an external combustion engine? 
(a) Steam Power Plant (b) Diesel engine (c) Petrol engine (d) None of these 
4. The maximum temperature reached, when coal is completely burnt in the theoretical amount of air, 
called: .c. "' "'--.' 

(a) Fusion temperature (b) Calorific intensity (c) 19nitioj{ttmper~tu.re ·c -{ Q)None ofth~;e ;!· 0 <~i;·~>·:~;r::~·/:. . 
5. Bomb calorimeter is used for determining the calorificvahie6f "':\:?" .... "' . " . "~;. ·:TY; ·;. . 
(a) Solid fuel (b) Liquid fuel (c) Gaseous fuel (d) Both (a)ap.d (bL 
6.The heat removing capacity of one tonne refrigeratoris equal to .... 
(a) 21 kJ/min (b)210kJ/min (c) 420 kJ/min (d) 620 kJ/miri 
7. The engine which used water as cooling media is known as .. 
(a) Air cooled engine (b) Oil cooled engine (c) Watercooled engine (d) none of these . '.' 

' .. ', .......... . .. ' 
- --1"'--' " 

8. Which of the following is an external combustion engine? ' . ." 
(a) Steam Power Plant ' (b) Diesel engine (c) Petrol engine' Cd) None of these 
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Answer the following in short.(Attempt five, each .tw(»)Ila~~) 

~::: ::~ i~u~~::f:~::.nt in n~~r,~Iwater. " .' :;.~C!F .~;;;:;t'fr 
What is meant by chemical value of fuel? ."' .-'" 
Wh::lt is meant hy ignition temperature? 
Enlist the desirable properties of an ideal refrigerant. 
Enlist name of any four inorganic refrigerants 
Enlist the factors affecting the selection of boiler. 
Give the function of safety valve in boiler. 

Write a note on Sources of water. 
OR 

Explain Common impurities present in natural water. , .. 

Explain advantages 'of solid~ 'liquld and gaseQusfri.efs~ovHe~ch other. . . OR ',; ., ... : .. " ....... ,., .. 

With the help of labelled diagram explain construction and working of bomb 
calorimeter . 

Explain with flow diagram of Multi-stage compressor 

OR 

;'.,:' . '.:.: .•.. ' 
' {~8J 

. ' ·;2108] 
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Q. 5 Explain with the help of neat sketch, work done by sipglestage, single acting :,., '~~J08] 
reciprocating compressor without clearance volume ". :' :"" " .: ~:" '.:";""',; .,>~ 

. ~ ... ' ~' : 

Q.6 Differentiate between internal combustion engine and external combustion erigiri~!' ;:; "': 1081 " 

Q.6 
OR 

With the help of neat and labelled diagram explain construction and working of 
simple vertieal boiler. 
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